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This prospective study was conducted to evaluate the usefulness & 

accuracy of the modified Alvarado score in the preoperative diagnosis 

of acute appendicitis. The study included one hundred & fifty patients 

of different age groups & from both genders with provisional 

diagnosis of acute appendicitis presented to the emergency department 

of Al- Yarmouk Teaching Hospital over eighteen months period. All 

patients were evaluated on admission & given specific scores 

according to the variables of Modified Alvarado Score. In adult male 

patients acute appendicitis was confirmed in (40) of (42) patients 

giving sensitivity rate of (88.8%) & specificity rate of (91.6%), in 

adult female, it was confirmed in (25) of (28) patients with sensitivity 

rate of (80.6%) & specificity rate of (89.6%), while in children acute 

appendicitis was confirmed in (7) of (9) patients giving a sensitivity 

rate of (53.8%) & specificity rate of (75%). The overall sensitivity rate 

of Modified Alvarado Score was 80.9% & its specificity was 88.5%. 

Total negative appendicectomy rate was 15.2%. The Modified 

Alvarado Score is simple, easy to apply & cheap complementary aid 

for supporting the diagnosis of acute appendicitis especially for junior 

surgeons. 
 

                  Copy Right, IJAR, 2017,. All rights reserved. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….... 

Introduction:- 
The Alvarado Score was described  in 1986.

 (1)
 & has been validated in adult surgical practice. 

(1)
 The Modified 

Alvarado Score is a simplified modification of the original Alvarado Score after the omission of one of its 

parameters by Kalan et al.
 (2)

 Since 1886 when the classical signs & symptoms of acute appendicitis were first  

reported by Fitz.
 (l)

 Acute appendicitis has remained the most common surgical emergency.
 (3)

 & surgery for acute 

appendicitis is the most frequent operation performed (10% of all emergency abdominal operations).
 (5,6)

 

Approximately 6- 7% of population will suffer from acute appendicitis during their life time . 
(7)

 With early 

diagnosis & intervention the mortality rate from non complicated acute appendicitis is less than 0.1- 0.6%  when 

there is gangrene, & 5% for perforated cases
 
.
(8)

 The diagnosis of acute appendicitis is purely based on history, 

clinical examination & some simple laboratory investigations like white blood cells count.  Recently the attempt to 

increase the diagnostic accuracy in acute appendicitis by imaging, laparoscopy & even radioactive isotope imaging 

have been included, however these techniques involve additional costs & are either complex or not easily available 

when they are most needed. A negative appendicectomy rate of 20- 40% has been reported in literatures & many 

surgeons would accept rate of 30% as inevitable .
(9)

 The Modified Alvarado Score was designed to reduce the 

negative appendicectomy rate without increasing the morbidity & mortality.
(10)

 At present many scoring systems for 
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diagnosis of acute appendicitis are available & the Modified Alvarado Score is one of them, & is based on history, 

clinical examination & simple laboratory  tests, & is very easy to apply as shown below.
 (ll)

 

                                                                                                                    The Modified Alvarado 

Score 

SYMPTOM     SCORE 

A-Migratory right iliac fossa pain                                         1 

B-Anorexia                                                                             1 

C-Nausea & vomiting                                                             1 

SIGNS 

A-Tenderness in lower quadrant of abdomen                         2 

B-Rebound tenderness in right iliac fossa                               1 

C-Pyrexia equal or more than 37.5 c
0
                                      1 

3-Investigation 

A-Leuococytosis                                                                       2 

TOTAL SCORE                                                                        9 

 

The application of the score is based on the above variables (3 symptoms, 3 signs, 1 test). Patients with score 1- 4 

are considered unlikely to have acute appendicitis, those with a score of 5- 6 have possible diagnosis of acute 

appendicitis not convincing enough to have urgent surgery, & those with score 7- 9 are regarded as probable acute 

appendicitis & underwent an appendicectomy. 

 

Aim of the Study:- 

1. To evaluate the usefulness & the validity of Modified Alvarado Score in the preoperative diagnosis of acute 

appendicitis. 

2. To evaluate the accuracy of Modified Alvarado Score in relation to differences in age group & gender. 

3. To compare the results of negative appendicectomy rate in those who were evaluated by Modified Alvarado 

Score with clinical literature figures. 

 

Patients & Methods:- 

This study was conducted on (150) patients admitted from the emergency department at  Al- Yarmouk teaching 

Hospital with the clinical diagnosis of acute appendicitis during the period from June 2004 to December 2005. They 

were (79) males & (71) females with their age ranging from 8- 65 years, however, 21 of them were children (age < 

12 years). All included patients were prospectively evaluated using the Modified Alvarado Score to determine 

whether they had acute appendicitis or not. 

 

Following admission, initial assessment & baseline investigations, a specially designed forma was filled for each 

patient. This forma had general information about the patient plus seven variables based on the Modified Alvarado 

Score & information regarding the final outcome of each patient which was filled later on. 

 

The admission of the suspected cases, evaluation & the decision to operate was made by the surgical, on call team, 

on the bases of one weekly duty for the eighteen months during which this study was conducted. 

 

The sum of all variables were calculated for each patient & based on the results, patients were divided into: 

Group one:- With score of > 7 (emergency surgery group). 

 

They were (79) patients comprised of (42) male, (28) female & (9) children, these patients were prepared & 

underwent appendicectomy.     

                               

Group two. With score of (5- 6) (observational group). They were (71) patients comprised of (27) male, (32) female 

& 12 children. They were admitted & kept under observation with frequent assessments & re evaluations of the 

clinical data & their score, every 4- 6  hours. Abdominal ultrasonography was performed in 12 doubtful cases 

leading to the diagnosis of (2) cases of right ovarian cysts & (2) cases of right ureteric stones, while the condition of 

(41) patients were improved as shown by the decrease in the intensity of the symptoms & decrease in their score, & 

they were discharged with instructions that they should come back if their symptoms persist or increase in intensity. 

However, (26) patients of this group underwent appendicectomy for either persistence or increase in their symptoms, 

or increase score on subsequent reevaluation. Any patient presented with score of < (4) was not included in this 
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study as they were considered unlikely to have acute appendicitis & so they were discharged after initial 

symptomatic treatment with the instructions to come back if symptoms persist or increase in the intensity. Acute 

appendicitis was confirmed either peroperatively in those patients with macroscopical evidence of acute 

inflammation or by histopathological examination for those with macroscopically normal looking appendix                                                                            

Results :- This study included (150) patients with clinical features suggestive of acute appendicitis. Among those 

patients (79) were male (52.7%), & (71) were female (47.3%). The age of the patients included in this study range 

from 8 year to 65 year, The frequency distribution of the patients according to the results of Modified 

Alvarado Score demonstrate that the highest frequency was in those patients scored 5 (40 patients, 26.7%) & 

the lowest frequency in patients scored 9 (20 patients, 13.3), However, from (150) patients (79) patients (52.6%) 

had score of (7) or more,comprised of (42) adult male, (28) adult female & (9) children, While (71) patients (47.4%) 

had a score of less than (7), (5- 6), comprised of (27) adult male, (32) adult female & (12) children. Another (41) 

patients with score of (5- 6) were discharged home as clinical improvement & decreased score was shown in 

subsequent reevaluation, & were instructed to come back if the symptoms persist or increase in intensity, while 

appendicectomy was performed in (26) patients with score of (5-6), they were (9) adult  males, (10) adult females & 

(7) children. 

 

Acute appendicitis was confirmed in (17) patients (false-ve) comprised of (5) adult male, (6) adult female & (6) 

children giving a specificity rate of (91.6%), (89.6%) (75%) respectively. The overall sensitivity rate & specificity 

rate of Modified Alvarado Score were (80.9%) & (88.5%) respectively. The validity of Modified Alvarado 

Score for the (150) patients with provisional diagnosis of acute appendicitis. All patients with score of (7) or 

more ((79) patients) underwent appendicectomy. Acute appendicitis was confirmed in (72) patients (true +ve), 

among them (40) patients were adult male out of (42) giving sensitivity rate of (88.8%), (25) adult female out of 

(28) giving sensitivity rate of (80.6%) & (7) children out of (9) giving sensitivity rate of (53.8). All patients with 

score of (5- 6) (71 patients) were admitted for observation & re evaluation. Abdominal ultrasonography was done 

for (12) patients leading to the diagnosis of (2) right ovarian cysts & (2) ureteric stones, & they were referred to the 

gynaecological & urological departments respectively following clinical improvement. Another (41) patients with 

score of (5- 6) were discharged home as clinical improvement & decreased score was shown in subsequent 

reevaluation, & were instructed to come back if the symptoms persist or increase in intensity, while appendicectomy 

was performed in (26) patients with score of (5-6), they were (9) adult males, (10) adult females & (7) children. 

Acute appendicitis was confirmed in (17) patients (false-ve) comprised of (5) adult male, (6) adult female & (6) 

children giving a specificity rate of (91.6%), (89.6%) (75%)respectively. Another (41) patients with score of (5- 6) 

were discharged home as clinical improvement & decreased score was shown in subsequent reevaluation, & were 

instructed to come back if the symptoms persist or increase in intensity, while appendicectomy was performed in 

(26) patients with score of (5-6), they were (9) adult males, (10) adult females & (7) children. Acute appendicitis 

was confirmed in (17) patients (false-ve) comprised of (5) adult male, (6) adult female & (6) children giving a 

specificity rate of (91.6%), (89.6%) (75%) respectively The overall sensitivity rate & specificity rate of Modified 

Alvarado Score were (80.9%) & (88.5%) respectivelyThe total number of patients who underwent appendicectomy 

was (105) patients (70%) out of (150), among them acute appendicitis was confirmed in (89) patients (84.8) 

comprised of (72) patients with score of > 7 (true +ve) & (17) patients with score of < 7 (false -ve), among them (8) 

had perforated appendices, (10) patients had gangrenous appendices & (4) had appendicular mass, there was no 

operative findings of perforated, gangrenous appendices or appendicular mass in those patients with score <7. While 

normal appendix was found in (16) patients, (7) patients of them with score of > 7 (false +ve) comprised of (2) adult 

male, (3)adult female 6c (2) children. However, other surgical corrected pathology was found in (1) adult male with 

Meckel’s diverticulitis & (2) adult female one with ruptured right ovarian cysts & the other with ruptured right tubal 

pregnancy. While in the remaining (4) patients no obvious other surgical pathology was identified. The other (9) 

patients with normal appendices were with score of < 7 (true -ve) comprised of (4) adult male, (4) adult female & 

(1) child, & other surgically corrected pathology was identified in (2) adult female only, one with ruptured right 

ovarian cyst & one with right ovarian endometriotic (chocolate) cyst, while in the remaining (7) patients no obvious 

surgically corrected pathology was identified. So the total (-ve) appendicectomy rate was (15.2%) & the adult male, 

adult female & children (-ve) appendicectomy rates were (11.7%), (18.4%) & (18.7%) respectively. The positive 

predictive value of the Modified Alvarado score was 91.1% & for adult males, adult females & children were 

95.2%, 89.3% & 77.8% respectively. 
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Patients distribution with score > 7 

Patients Total no. Score more 7 % 

Adult male 69 42 53.2 

Adult female 60 28 35.4 

Children 21 9 11.4 

Total 150 79 100 

 

 

Specificity of Modified Alvarado Score 

Patients No. Score  Operated Appendicitis Specificity 

Male 69 27 9 5 91.6 

Female 60 32 10 6 89.6 

Children 21 12 7 6 75 

Total 150 71 26 17 88.5 

 

The sensitivity of Modified Alvarado Score 

 No. of patients Score  Appendicitis Sensitivity 

Male 69 42 40 88.8 

Female 60 28 25 80.6 

Children 21 9 7 53.8 

Total 150 79 72 80.9 

 

Specificity of Modified Alvarado Score 

Patients No. Score  Operated Appendicitis Specificity 

Male 69 27 9 5 91.6 

Female 60 32 10 6 89.6 

Children 21 12 7 6 75 

Total 150 71 26 17 88.5 

 

Results of application of Modified Alvarado Scor 

Item Total No. Score more 7 Score <7 

Total patients 150 79 71 

No surgery 45 0 45 

Surgery 105 79 26 

Acute appendicitis 89 72 17 

Normal appendix 16 7 9 

 

The results of operative & histopathological 

Finding No. of patients % 

Inflamed acute appendicitis 

Acute appendicitis 67 63.8 

Perforated appendix 8 7.6 

Gangrenous appendix 10 9.6  

Appendicular mass 4 3.8   

 Normal appendix 1 

Right ovarian cyst 2 1.9 

Meckel’s diverticulitis 1 0.9 

Ruptured tubal pregnancy 1 0.9 

Endometriotic cyst 1 0.9 

No pathology 11 10.6 

Total operated on 105 100 
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Discussion:- 
Acute appendicitis is undoubtedly, the most common surgical emergency, & the diagnosis of acute appendicitis is 

essentially & largely made on clinical grounds, but even then different possibilities are there.The prevalent age 

group in our study was from (11) to (30) years (71.4%) & the lowest rate were encountered in children & the 

elderly. These results are comparable with the results of a study done in Nineveh, Iraq, 1998.
(12)

 & also with a study 

done in Pakistan at 2003.
(l3)

 The frequency distribution of the patients included in our study according to Modified 

Alvarado Score demonstrate that the highest frequency was encountered with those who scored (6) (40 patients, 

26.7%) & the lowest frequency was in those scored (9) (20 patients, 13.3 %). However, (79) patients (52.6%) of the 

total (150) patients included in this study were with score of (7) or more & (71) patients (47.4%) were with score of 

less than (7) (5-6). These results are comparable to the results shown by a study done in Nineveh, Iraq, 1998.
(12)

 & 

also with the results of a study done in Pakistan at 2003.
(l3)

 

 

Initial assessment of the patients can be improved by clinical scoring system.
(14,I5)

 & in the past few years various 

scores have been developed to aid the diagnosis of acute appendicitis.
(16,l7,18)

 However, most of them are complex & 

difficult to implement in clinical situation. 
(l9

’
20,21)

 Our findings demonstrate that Modified Alvarado Score carries 

results which may vary according to the age group (adult versus children) & gender. For adult male patients with 

suspected acute appendicitis, the Modified Alvarado Score gives a sensitivity rate of (88.9%) while in adult female 

& especially those at child bearing age Modified Alvarado Score gives a sensitivity rate of  (80.6 /o) with a false 

(+ve) rate of (10.7). These findings are similar to the results of a study done in Nineveh, Iraq, 1998 & also similar to 

the conclusions of a study done by Owen et of.
(12 )

However, they are not similar to the results of a study done in 

Southern Region, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (sensitivity male 56.4%, sensitivity female 48%). Our study also 

revealed that Modified Alvarado Score is more helpful in adult male than adult female patients by showing lower (-

ve) appendicectomy rate & higher (+ve) predictive value in adult male as compared to adult female patients, as the 

(-ve) appendicectomy rate for adult male were (11.7%) while, in adult female it was (18.4%) & the (+ve) predictive 

value were (95.2%) & (89.3%) for adult male & female respectively. These results are comparable to a study done 

in Pakistan, 2003, also these results are supported by literature figures.
(23,24,25)

  Literatures show that if (-ve) 

appendicectomy rate is less than (10- 15%), then the surgeon is operating too few patients thus increasing the risk of 

complications. 
(26,27) 

In children with acute appendicitis the sensitivity rate of Modified Alvarado Score in our study 

was very low (53.8%) & its specificity rate was (75%) with a false (+ve) rate of more than (22%), & to be useful, a 

scoring system must be both sensitive & specific.These findings are comparable to the results of a study done in 

Nineveh, Iraq, 1998 & is also similar to the results of a study done by Macklin CP. 
(20) 

The (+ve) predictive value for 

the children included in our study was (77.8%). Studies evaluating the usefulness of Alvarado scoring system in 

paediatric age group show that it is accurate in children with (+ve) predictive value up to (85.7%). 
(28

’
29,30) 

The 

overall sensitivity & specificity of our study were (80.9%) & (88.5%) respectively.These results arc comparable to 

the results of a study done in Nineveh, raq, 1998 & is also comparable to the results of a study done by Fenyo G, but 

our results are not similar to the results of a study done in Southern Region, Kingdom Saudi Arabia.
 
Our study 

revealed a total negative appendicectomy rate of (15.2%) with a (-ve) appendicectomy rate of the adult male, adult 

female & children of (11.7%), (18.4%), & (18.7%) respectively. These results are comparable to the results of a 

study done in Pakistan at 2003, & are also similar to the results of a study done by Fenyo.
(31)

 & is comparable to the 

figures shown in literature (15.62%).
(32,33) 

Our study showed a low incidence of perforation (7.6%) which can be 

explained by the fact that perforation in acute appendicitis is clearly more common in children & elderly 

people.
(34,35)

 The percentage of both of these groups is low in our study, as well as, the more accurate diagnosis 

depending on the application of Modified Alvarado Score. These results are comparable to the results of a study 

done in Nineveh, Iraq, 1998 & is also comparable to the results of a study done in Pakistan at 2003.
 

 

Conclusions & Recommendation:- 
1. Modified Alvarado Score is a non invasive, safe diagnostic procedure which is simple, fast, reliable & 

repeatable tool to apply in emergency departments to role in acute appendicitis. It allows observation &critical 

reevaluation of the evolution of the clinical picture.We suggest its application in order to increase the diagnostic 

certainty of clinical examination in diagnosis of acute appendicitis especially by junior surgeons. 

2. Modified Alvarado Score appeared to be effective in adult male patients, while in adult female patients 

specially those in child bearing age, additional investigations may be required, so we suggest the provision of 

(24) hours ultrasound facility to confirm or exclude the possibility of other pathologies in doubtful cases. In 

pediatric age group it was not successful enough to be useful complementary method in the diagnosis of 

suspected cases & because our study included only a small number of children we suggest a prospective study 
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to be conducted purely on patients within pediatric age group to assess precisely the validity of the Modified 

Alvarado Score in these cases. 

3. Our study demonstrates comparable results of negative appendicectomy rate with that of literature figures, 

which signifies that the application of Modified Alvarado Score improves the diagnostic accuracy & 

consequently reduces the negative exploration & complication rates. 
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